The Qingming Festival of Zhuang

Introduce

The Ching Ming Festival is not just a traditional Chinese cultural festival. It is the most sensational festival of the year for Chinese Zhuang people.

Traditional

- Catch firecrackers
- Bump colorful eggs
- Throw a ball made of strips of silk

Food

- The making of colorful sticky rice
- Material
  - Purple cane
  - Gardenia jasminoides ellis
  - Maple leaf
  - Chopping
  - Mash and dry out
  - Iced it and remove the residue
  - Add sticky rice and soak in water
  - Steamed it
- Phoenix singing folk songs
- Bird knock shoulder pole
- Play the causeway

Clothes of Zhuang nationality

Zhuang women are good at textiles and embroidery, and are famous for their beautiful patterns and colorful colors.

Embroidered category

- Legend
- Plant
- Word
- Animal

Historical

- An ominous removal ceremony was held.
- Advocating nature, the meaning of elimination is greatly weakened.
- Spring tour, green water, drinking water.
- Customs are gradually fading, but some customs are still circulating.
- In some ethnic minority areas in southwestern China, the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region will have two days off every March.